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Abstract
Let K be a number field with odd class number in which the ideal (2) splits com-
pletely. Let E: y2 = x(x - A)(x - B) be an elliptic curve over K. For any quadratic
extension L/K, let Sel2(EL) denotes the set of homogeneous spaces of the quadratic
twist of E by L that are trivial in every p-adic completion of K, for all finite odd
primes p of K. Assuming the Burgess estimate for character sums over number fields
and mild divisibility conditions on A, B and A - B, we derive an asymptotic formula
for the size of Sel2 for the quadratic twist family of E over K. The main term of
the asymptotic formula grows linearly with respect to the number of extensions LIK,
and therefore the asymptotic constant can be interpreted to be the average Sel1-rank
of the twist family of E. Examining the structure of the asymptotic constant, we see
that this average rank grows exponentially with respect to the degree of K; moreover,
it decreases (not to zero) as the number of prime divisors of AB(A - B) increases.
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Kvosuke: 97, 98, 99, 100.
Madoka: You miscounted it again.
Kvyosuke: It's a 99 that's infinitely close to 100!
'Summer'. No matter how many years go by, we probably won't forget
this 'season'.
April. Under the sunlight that would make one doze off, we first met.
June. In the brilliant light and wind. August. Over the hot seashore,
we ran across.
That wasn't just a passing 'season', it was the 'everlasting summer' that
we went through.
The 80's that went like a dream, I won't forget this happiness.
Matsumoto Isumi,
Kimagura Orange Road.
I... I finally can do a decent job as a nursery staff. There were lots of
hardships, but ever since I was a student, in sad occasions and happy
occasions, all of you, who gathered here, supported me by scolding me,
or by cheering me up. I'm still an unreliable man and may cause trouble
for all of you, but, from now on, I'1 do my best ...
Takahashi Rumiko,
Maison Ikkoku.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of the rank of an elliptic curve is already implicit in the work of Poincare
(1901) and is rigorously established by Mordell (1921). However, despite decades
of active research, many basic questions remain open. First of all, there is still no
deterministic algorithm for computing the rank of a general elliptic curve; the classical
descent process rests on the finiteness of the Tate-Shafarevich group (or rather pieces
of it). and until the last few years not a single example of this latter group has been
computed. Next, curves over a fixed field with large rank are difficult to construct,
the current record over Q being 21 [10]. Last but not least, almost nothing is known
about the qualitative aspect of the rank function; for example, are there curves with
arbitrarily large rank, and how does the rank function of a given curve behave as we
enlarge the number field?
Number theorists often try to 'smooth out' a function by studying its average
behavior in a family. For elliptic curves a natural family arises when we take quadratic
twists. The first result in this direction is due to Goldfeld:
Theorem A (Goldfeld [6]) Let E be a modular elliptic curve over Q. Let D(T)
be the set of integers IDI < T which are discriminants of quadratic extensions of Q,
and denote by ED the quadratic twist of E by Q(v-D). Assume that the Riemann
hypothesis holds for the L-function of all ED. Then for any e > 0 there exists a
number T(E, e) such that, for T > T(E,e), the average analytic rank satisfies the
bound
1#(T) Z rankan(ED) < 3.25 + e.D(T ) DEV(T)
Brumer [1] has recently studied the average rank over all elliptic curves over Q.
First, note that any elliptic curve over Q has a unique model of the form Er,s: y2 =
x3 + rx + s with r, s E Z, such that for any prime p, if p4 divides r then p6 does not
divide s. Let C(T) be the set of elliptic curves Er,, with Irl < T1/ 3 and Isl < T1/2 .
Then
Theorem B (Brumer [1]) Assume that all elliptic curves over Q are modular, and
that their L-functions satisfy the Riemann hypothesis. Then as T goes to infinity, the
average analytic rank satisfies the bound
1
1CT) ZE rankan(E) < 2.3 + OE(1).
#C(T) EEC(T)
These results give asymptotic upper bounds for the average rank. With regard to
average lower bound, we have the following result:
Theorem C (Gouvea-Mazur [7]) Let E be a modular elliptic curve over Q. Then
for any e > 0 there exists a constant C(E, ) > 0 so that as D runs through all
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square-Jre. integy,' ulich are prime to twice the conlductor of E/Q.
#{D E : DI < .X. rank, ,( ED) > 2 and is el.venl } > C( E. )X- 1/2- .
Stewart-Top [1:3] have given a different proof of this result. for the actual Mordell-
Weil rank of instead of the analytic rank, but a smaller exponent 1/6. Using the con-
nection between quadratic twists of modular elliptic curves and half-integral weight
modular forms, Frey-Happle [5] have conducted computer search for twists of six
modular curves with even rank at least two; their data is not incompatible with the
possibility that the exponent in the Gouvea-Mazur theorem could be as large as 1- e
for any e > 0.
Descent theory shows that the 'weak Mordell-Weil group' E(K)/2E(K) injects
into the 2-Selmer group of E(K). Thus the 2-Selmer rank, which can be explicitly
determined via local calculation, furnishes an effective upper bound of the Mordell-
Weil rank. For the twist family y2 = 3 - Dx related to the congruent number
problem Heath-Brown has recently obtained an asymptotic formula for the average
of the moments of 2-Selmer rank:
Theorem D (Heath-Brown [3], [4]) Let ED be the elliptic curve over Q defined
by y2 = 3 -_ Dx, and let s(D) by its 2-Selmer rank modulo 2-torsion. Then for any
integer k > 0.
X k2s~(o) xE 2ks(D) ) = J(1 + 2") + ok(l).
o<D<X 2((2)j=l
D odd, sq-free
The number of terms of the sum is 3X/8((2) + O(v/X) and each summand is at
least one, so the sum is bounded from below by 3X/8((2). But the right hand side
is also on the order of X, so the asymptotic formula suggests that most of the twists
of E have small rank; in fact we have the following
Corollary (Heath-Brown[4])
#{0 < D < X: D odd, square-free; s(D) > r} < 1.7313 x 2(r- r2)/2 + Or(l).
#{0 < D < X: D odd, square-free}
In this paper we study Heath-Brown's asymptotic formula for the first moment of
the 2-Selmer rank for a class of elliptic curves over number fields. Let K be a number
field. For any ideal I of the ring of integers OK of K, denote by wo(I) the number
of prime ideals of OK with odd residue characteristic ('the odd primes') which divide
I. Let UK be the unit group of OK, and let u be the order of UK/U-. Then we have
the following
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Theorem. Let A. B be nonzero integers in OK with A # B. Denote by E the elliptic
curve 2 = (x - A)(x - B). For any quadratic e.rtension LIK, denote by EL the
quadratic twist of E by L/K. Suppose
(1) K has odd class number, and the Dedekind zeta function of K has no Siegel
er I'os:
(2) the ideal (2) splits completely in K, and K contains a unit of every signature;
(3) .4 is not divisible by any odd primes, and B is odd;
(4) the ideal (A - B) is not a square;
(5) A. B (resp. -A, -B) are not both square in Oh;
(6) the Burgess estimate is true for K (cf. the discussion below).
Denote by Sel2(ED) the subgroup of H'(GK, ED[2]) whose elements when restricted
to H1 (GK-, ED [2]) are trivial for all odd prime p of K. As we run through quadratic
extensions L/K whose discriminant DL/K are prime to 2AB(A - B), we have the
asymptotic formula
E #Sel2(EL) = BE,KCE,KX + 0 (log log )/4
LIK ((logoX) /4
N(DL/IK)<X
where
CE, (2 ) pl2AB(A-B)
U22[K:Q] 1 AB P,
BE.K = 4 +2w(A-B)+w(B)+2 ( + '(2, 3) E ( d) [IK2[K;Q]
+@(A) E (l,62)(1'3l)(62,63)E 2[0:A]C1,f2,0, 2[K:Q] , 05 0
and @(A) is 1 if A E OK is a unit, and is zero otherwise ( and 05 run through all
odd ideals dividing A - B and B, respectively (cf. §3); cf. § 7 for the definition of P,
R,,/5, E' and E").
The number of terms of the sum is of the order of CE,KX, so this asymptotic
formula shows that BE,K is the average size of Sel' of the quadratic twist family
of E over K. Moreover, as we enlarge K so that the hypotheses of the theorem
are satisfied, we get a bound on the growth of the average rank of the twist family.
Lastly, notice that as the number of odd prime divisors of (A - B) and (B) increase,
the average rank BE,K actually decreases. This is rather surprising, since the more
divisors (A - B) and (B) have the more descent equations are available (cf. §3), and
hence allows the rank to possibly get bigger. One could argue based on the structure
of BE,K that the descent equations are all independent, each with probability 1/2 of
being solvable. It would be of great interest to find a more satisfactory explanation.
The hypotheses (2) to (5) in the statement of the theorem are made to simplify the
calculation of the asymptotic constant; they can be removed using with more tedious
computation. The odd class number hypothesis is more essential; more precisely,
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denote I)v r the 2-rank of tile class group of K: then, for general number fields I.
we wouldl have r + pairs of integral descent equations (cf. section 2). The Burgess
estimate we need is as follows: let be all ideal character of KI with conductor A':
then as Z ranges over all ideals which are prime to A.", we want
E ~\(zi <<) l E(;t)I/ 6+
< (1)<2
For K Q this was first proved by Burgess [2], using \Weil's estimate of character
sums over finite fields (so do all subsequent proofs). A recent refinement of the proof
(over Q) by Montgomery [8] might lead to a proof for general number fields.
The organization of this paper is as follows. After we set up the notations in section
2, we rewrite in section :3 the standard complete 2-descent equations so that p-adic
solutions at a finite, odd prime p. if exist, can be made p-adically integral. This allows
us to express the p-adic solvability of these integral descent equations in terms of the
quadratic residue of the coefficients of the equations. The sum of the size of Sel2
over the quadratic twist family then becomes a sum of product of quadratic symbols
(section 4). Following Heath-Brown, we apply in section 5 and 6 various analytic
techniques (notably the Burgess estimate of character sums) to show that most of
the summands contributes to the error term. To finish the proof of the theorem, we
evaluate the remaining terms in section 7 to obtain the asymptotic constant.
2. PRELIMINARY & NOTATIONS
Let K be a number field. Denote by OK be ring of integers of K, and by UK the
unit group of OK. A finite place of K is said to be odd (resp. even) if its norm (to
Q) is odd (resp. even); the same term applies to elements of OK. Denote by N(Z)
the norm of the ideal I.
For any finite place p of K, denote by Kp the completion of K at p, and by Op the
ring of integers in Kp.
Let S be a finite set of places of K, including all the infinite ones. Fix a real number
X > 0. For any ideal C of OK, there exists an element A E OK such that
ordv(A) = ord(£C) v E S and finite
= 0 v S and N(v) < X.
Such a (non-unique) element A is called a (X, S)-generator of L.
Since the class number of K is finite and since the unit group of OK is finitely
generated,
K(S) := {x E I*/K* 2' : ord,(x) is even for all v ¢ S}
is a finite Abelian group of exponent 2. For any element 3 E K(S), denote by the b
the ideal generated by the square-free part of the principal ideal (b); in particular, b
is supported on S.
Now, assume that the class number of K is odd. Then for any two elements bi b2
in K(S) there exists a (X, S)-generator of gcd(bi, b2). Moreover, the choice of / in
K(S) is unique up to a multiple of units. If b, b2 are coprime, we stipulate that
d = 1. We call 3 an (X, S)-integer representative of gcd(bl, b2).
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The following elementary fact will be used subsequently without further comment.
Lemma 1. Let A C OK, be a proper ideal, and let : (OKI/A)--+C be a quadratic
character. Suppose the class number of K is odd. If \our; is trivial, then induces
an ideal class character modulo A. 1
3. INTEGRAL DESCENT
Let A, B E OK be nonzero so that A, B and A - B are pairwise coprime, B is odd.
and A is not divisible by any odd primes. Denote by E the elliptic curve
E : y = x(x - A)(x - B).
For any nonzero D E OK which is prime to AB(A - B), denote by ED the quadratic
twist of E by K(vDi):
ED: y2 = x(x - AD)(x - BD).
Let SD be the set consisting of all the infinite places of K together with the finite
places which divide 2AB(A - B) or the square-free part of the ideal (D).
Since the class number of K need not be 1, we cannot parameterize the quadratic
twists of E by varying D over all the square-free integers. Instead we vary over
all the square-free ideals of OK, each of which corresponds to #(UKI/U.) quadratic
extensions of K.
Standard complete two-descent [12] asserts that the elements of the 2-Selmer group
of ED(K) are in bijective correspondence with pairs (bl, b2) E K(SD) x K(SD) for
which the following equations are locally solvable at all places of OK:
(1) bl z 2 - b2z2 = AD
(2) b1z 2- bb 2z2 = BD.
We would like to express the solvability in Kp of these equations via the quadratic
residue of the bi modulo p. To do that, we need to transform the descent equations
so that if there is a non-trivial solution in Kp, there would be one in Op. As a first
step, we need to bound the p-adic valuation of the 'denominators' of a local solution.
Lemma 2. Let p E SD be a finite place. Suppose (z1, z2, 3) E Kp x Kp* x p is a
non-trivial solution to the descent equations. Then
ordp(z 2 ), ordp(z 3) > min(ordp(zl), 0).
Proof. From (1) we see that
ordp(bl) + 2ordp(z2) > min(ord(bl) + 2ordp(zl),ordp(AD)).
Since 1 > ordp(bl),ordrd(b2) > 0 and ordp(AD) > 0, it follows that
(3) ordp(z 2) > min(ordp(zl), 0).
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If ordp(b1b2 ) < 1. then apply the same argument to (2) will give the other half of the
lelmlla. -Now. suppose ordp(bl) = ordp(b2) = 1. From (2) we get
(4) 2 + 2ordp( :3) > min(ordp(zl), ordp(BD)).
're left side is even. whence ordclp(l) > 0 and hence from (3), we get ordp(z2 ) > 0.
Subtract (2) from (1). we get
O < ordp(A - B) + ordp(D) = 1 + ordp(b1z3 - z2).
If ordp(z 3 ) < 0. then the right side is zero, whence ordp(A - B) = ordp(D) = 0 and
ordp(z3) = -l. Since B, A-B, D are pairwise coprime, this implies that ordp(B) > 0.
whence by (), we get 2 + 2(-1) > min(1, 1), a contradiction. Thus ordp(z 3) > 0. as
desired. 
Corollary 1. The descent equations (1), (2) have a non-trivial solution in Kp for a
finite place p if and only if the following equations have a non-trivial solution in Op:
(5) blR2 - ADS 2 = b2 W2
(6) b1R2 - BDS 2 = blb2Z 2.
Lemma 3. If B is odd, then we can choose bl E K(SD) to be odd as well.
Proof. Let r be an even prime. Suppose ordT(bl) = ord,(b 2) = 1. Since BD
is odd, (6) implies that ord,(S) > 0, whence ordT(R) > 0. (5) then implies that
ordT(W) > 0, and henceord,(S) > 1. (6) then implies that ord,(Z) > 0. Then
all four variables R, S, W, Z are divisible by T, a contradiction, and so ord,(bl) and
ord,(b 2) cannot be both 1.
Now, suppose ord,(bi) = 1. Since BD is odd, (6) implies that r divides S. Since
ordr(b 2) = 0 now, (5) implies that ord,(W) > 0, whence ord,(R) > 0; (6) then
implies that ord,(Z) > 0, a contradiction. Thus ord,(bi) = 0. 
Remarks. In fact, we've counted each Selmer element (mod 2-torsion) four times.
Now that we are reduced to looking for Orp-solutions, for an odd place p it is natural
to try to work modulo p and then apply Hensel's lemma. However, the right side of
(6) involves both b and b2, and hence when p divides gcd(bl, b2) we might need to
work with higher power of p. We now study the divisibility property of the bi and
the Orp-solutions so that, at the end, the coefficients of our descent equations are all
square-free for any p E SD.
Lemma 4. (1) Let R, S, W, Z E Op be a non-trivial solution to (5), (6). Suppose
ordp(b1 b2) < 1. If ordp(D) > O, then ordp(R) > 0 if ordp(b2) = 1, and ordp(W) > 0
if ordp(bl) = 1.
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(.2) L t p C q'r b a finite place, then
Ordp(bl)= 1,ordp(b 2) = 1 => ordp(D)= 1:
ordlp(bh) = ,ordp(b 2) = 0 = ordp(BD) = 1:
ord(bl) = 0 ordp(b2 )= 1 ordp(D(,4 - B)) = 1.
Proof. Part (1) is clear, and part (2) follows from the following statements:
(i) If ordp(B) > 0, then ordp(b 2) = 0.
(ii) If ordp(b1) > 0, then ordp(A - B) = 0.
(i) First, suppose ordp(bi) > 0. (5) gives ordp(S) > 0, whence by (6). ordp(R) > 0.
Then both ordp(Z),ordp(W) > 0, by (6) and (5), respectively. This is impossible.
Next, suppose ordp(bi) = 0. (6) gives ordp(R) > 0, whence by (5), ordp(S) > 0 then
again both ordp(Z),ordp(W) > 0, a contradiction.
(ii) Suppose ordp(A - B) £ 0 (and hence 1); then ordp(B) = ordp(D) = 0, whence
(6) implies that ordp(S) > 0, which in turns implies ordp(R) > 0. (5) then implies
ordp(l) > 0. This forces ordp(Z) = 0. Subtract (5) from (6), we get
3 < ordp((A- B)DS 2 )
= ordp(b2) + ordp(blZ2 - W2) < 2,
a contradiction. 
Fix a real number X > 0. In view of part (2) of the lemma, we can express b1. b2
as elements of K(SD) as follow:
bi = /34/35, b2 = rd/2/4,
where r is an (X, SD)-integer generator of a square-free product of even primes, and
the 3's are (X, SD)-integer generators of the following ideals:
/34 = gcd(b1, b2), 32 = gcd(D, b2/ 4),j = gcd(D,b 1 //34 ), /3 = (D//34);
35 = gcd(B, b1// 4), / = gcd(A-B, b2/3 4),
and the 3's satisfy the following relations (in K(SD))
D = 132/334,
/AA-B; odd;
s51B; 35 odd.
In view of part (1) of the lemma, our Op-descent equations now take the final form
(7) / 2/ 5R 2 -/33AS 2 = T// 1W2
(8) / 2/ 5R2 - 3BS2 = Ta734/ 5Z2.
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4. LOCAL SOLVABILITY
We now devise criteria for the local solvability of the system obtained at the end of
the previous section. By general theory. the system is solvable at all places p which
do not divide 2AB(A - B)D (recall that for an element D E K(SD), D denotes
sciuare-free part of the ideal (D) supported at SD). By our choice of A. B and D. we
see that p2AB(A - B)D precisely when p2 or if p divides exactly one of .4. B. D or
.4 - B. From now on p denotes an finite odd place which divides AB(A - B)D.
The following sufficient and necessary solvability criteria for (7), (8) are clear:
T 3 )313235) (T3 32P )=1 if pl3
32'3l5A)2. (.32' 1 3J3d5B) 1 if pl.
P / k P 
(note that A - B = 3m in K(S), so the two conditions for p3 are equivalent). If
P_0x, then first we need
(32 33 35 A) = 1.
This implies that Tr/3B4/35Z2 = 2 /35R 2 -,3 3BS2 _ 3S2(A-B) (mod p), thus we need
( 2030sA) =(r/,3133 4 35(A - B) 1
P P
If pl 4 , then similarly we have
(,23.5B)= ( T010 3(A- B))= 1
Finally, suppose pl_. Rewrite (8) as
(9) R2 = 3B S2 + 34 Z2,
we see that its solvability in Kp is expressed by the Hilbert symbol
SPa25' if32ai wh t
Since pl/3, and = gcd(B, bl// 4), the coefficients of (9) are all in O, whence the
Hilbert symbol is trivial. Thus the only requirement for Plo is
(_T,B/31 3A) = 1.
P
Following Heath-Brown. we set
R[3 = I
pl"
112 = I
pl32
(1 + 3dl32 3) (T33234) + 313i
P P P
+ ra333i43 5B)
P J
( +( -+, 1) +( 3S5A 
1 = 
pl2
(, (7T'/33 4 5 (A
P
- B) , (7T3! 234(A -B)A I fi233d5A'
-) _ ~ _J F ,P JJ
1-I4 = n
P0
, ( r 7331/33(A
P
-B) , (
J'k r/1f2/5(A- B)BP ( 323335B )B)
o = I
P1l_
[15 = 11
P'0
(1 ( 33i33A)
(1 + 7p3A))
For ac E OK, let w(a) be the number of distinct OK-prime ideals that divide a. Then
4-w(D)2-wo (A-B)2-wo (B)IoIl, HII34 =
1 if (7), (8) are locally solvable at all finite, odd places
0 otherwise.
Expand 3 into a sum, we get
I3 = (70/132-5 )( T/3/324 )( 1345 3 )E k34 [31 b32
where the sum is taken over ideal factorizations
/3 = 3031~)3234-
Similarly, we have
I2 = 
fl =E
( TrO113A r/3 4/5B /1/4I5AB "
24 21 D23 J( /3 405(A - B) 7002/ 4A(A - B) 02P305sA
b2 \ D13 D 14 '( 7,r1 3(A-B) (0r/12 s5B(A-B)1 / 2/3 5B
42 43 ( 41
II = E (3233A
T3 E T d//33 A
32 = I 2j.j02
/1 = I lj.
j31
j34
tI r4.
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., .- e
1, I + 1 ,II+ ,
, + , 
Fix a real Ilulnber .X > 0. For each index ij. choose an (X. SD)-generator 3 of Dij
so that
(10) 3 3 = II 3 ij. (in K(SD))
iI
Thus every pair of descent equations gives rise to an 19-tuple ( 3 ij; 3: 3.5). We end this
section with an expression for the average 2-Selmer rank in terms of a sum over these
19-tuples. It is this new expression that we shall estimate in subsequent sections.
In the argument above we need to choose an (X. SD)-generator for various ideals.
Such choices are unique up to multiplication by units, subject to the condition that
the product of these generators represents a specific element in K(SD). But we need
to avoid duplication: for example, if both 31 and 34 vary over the units in UK-/[,- then
.3132 E K(SD) would be repeated u := #(Uti-/UiK) times. To facilitate subsequent
discussion we introduce the following definitions:
Definition. A free variable is one which takes on values in OKI/(U) 2.
.4 restricted variable is one which takes on values in OK/UK.
The previous section establishes a 1-to-4 correspondence between (2, oo)-Selmer el-
ements (mod 2-torsion) and pairs (b1, b2) E K(SD); moreover, those pairs correspond-
ing to (2, oc)-Selmer elements (mod 2-torsions) are shown to arise from factorizations
(in K(SD)) D = /1 32,3304, A- B = Om as follows:
(11) b = 31/4.5, b2 = TrO/32 4. (in K(SD))
We now reverse this process by reconstructing the 2-Selmer elements from the 19-
tuples (ij: ; ,35; r; ) for which the corresponding descent equations are locally solvable
at all finite, odd places. First, fix a real number X > 0. Fix a set of square-free,
( X, SDo )-elements
{/3 E OK/UK : lodd(A - B)}, {35 E OK/UK : _s5 odd(B)}, {r E OK/UK: r very odd}.
Choose such elements r, and 5s. For each ideal factorization D = H ij, fix an
(X, SDo )-generator ij for each Dij. Pick some i, j, k, let three variables /3i, /32j, 33k free,
and let the remaining ones be restricted. Apply (11) and we will run through exactly
once all the (2, oo)-Selmer elements for ED, where the odd part of Disc(K(vD)/K)
has a fixed norm.
As D runs through 19-tuples (ij; ; 5; r) with the same N(D) (D odd), we have
oII-..  5 = 4 w(D)2w0 (A-B) 2w0 (B) 4 E 2 s( ) ,
D N(D) fixed
where wo(A - B) denotes the number of odd primes dividing A - B, s(D) is the rank
of 2-Selmer (mod 2-torsion), and the extra factor of 4 is due to the fact that each
non-torsion 2-Selmer element corresponds to four pairs (b1, b2) E K(SD). Finally, we
arrive at the sought-after expression for the average 2-Selmer rank:
(12) E = Eg(D),
N()J<X D
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where the sum on the right is taken over the 21-tuples (3 j: 3, b; 35, b5; r) as b (resp. b.)
runs through all ideals that divide .3 (resp. 3). and with Di0 := 3,
fJ() (34(312402D1l2l3D4243) (024231413) (21234143)( A - B 233-1 5A
1213042043 24D2042D43 b 
1l2D414D21023-32D3441043 I 5l~ 3 A
0240211l21l3310l34042443b5X
2Wo(A-B)-wo(B)-2 11 .4 :(10 ) I 4W(D') II I (3lz )i joo kAi,j tJ
For future references, note that we can let as many presently restricted variables to
be free, each additional one being compensated by a factor of 1/u on the right side
of (12).
5. HEATH-BROWN'S ESTIMATE, I
WVe now begin our estimate of the sum
Eg(D),
D
where D runs through 21-tuples corresponding to twists ED by quadratic extensions
of K whose discriminants have norm at most X. Recall our convention Dij := ij.
Divide the range of each ij into intervals Aij < IN(Dij)l < 2Aij, where Aij is a
power of 2. This gives us O(log1 6 X) nonempty subsums, which we denote by S(A),
where 4 is the 18-tuple (Aij; ; f5). We may assume that
(13) 1 < I Aij << X,
ij
since rIij Ai < N(rIij Dij) < X.
Call the indices ij, kl linked if i k, and precisely one of the conditions I O0, i
or j f 0, k holds. This means that exactly one of
Oij A Pkl 8kI , ij
occurs in the expression for g(D). The main result of this section is the following
Lemma 5. There eists a constant K > 0 depending on A, B and K such that
X
Y~. IS(A) < < (log log X)',
A logI / 4 X
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wl'hft . rns throtlgh those 18-tuples c(orrespontdin to ti.sts of norrr at most X. Jbr
Iwhich eithfr thrt are (t rmost 3 elemelts .li > CT = t6(lnlnX)2 or there are linked
itdices ij. ki with . > CG ad N(Ok) > 1.
The proof is broken down into several cases. depending on the size of the linked
variables. Suppose ij and kl are linked, and that (k) occurs in g(D). This quadratic
symbol is the only factor in g(D) in which both indices ij and kl occur. Collecting
together the factors of g(D) that involve only ij or kl. respectively, we can write
g(D) = (D) a(ij)b(kl),
where both a(ij), b(kl) have absolute value at most one. Let ij be a free index, and
introduce two or three more free indices so that at least one of the free indices has
first coordinate 1, 2 and 3 respectively (cf. §4). Then
IS(A) < 2 (A'-B)2(B) ( a(ij)b(kl),
where the factor 2w °(A -B) comes from the trivial estimate for Zb5 pl(-di/ 3l3A/b5s)
and similarly for 2 0°(B); and the range of summation is as follows:
* for any index st, we have At < N(3,,) < 2A,t;
*· N1 ij:3 kl) < X/I Uvoij,k A.v (by (13)).
We now invoke
Lemma 6. Let I and m be free and restricted variables, respectively. Let a, and bm
be complex numbers of absolute value at most one. Given M, N, X > 1, we have the
estimate
MN
(m-)anbm < min(M, N)1/ 32
uniformly in X, where i_ (resp. m) runs through square free ideals of norm between
N and 2N (resp. M and 2M) supported outside of SD, and N(,rm) < X.
Proof. cf. [3], §6. l
This immediately implies that
(A) << A min(Ai, Ak)/32 min(Aij, Akt)1/32
Thus we get
Lemma 7. S(A) < X/ log17 X whenever there exits linked indices ij, kl with Aij, Ak
> log544 X. ]
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Now, consider the case in which A.lj > log54 4 X, but every index kl linked to ij has
A'lk 1 < log 44 X. Let d' be the product of these 3 kl. and let ' := b'. We can write
g(D) as
(D) X .3
where c is independent of ij and satisfies cl < 1. and ' comes from the reciprocity
law for Hilbert symbols:
= I(* a
where " is the product of those kl such that (2_kl) occurs (and hence need to be
flipped). Choose a set of free indices that includes ij. Denote by uv those indices
other than ij and are not linked to ij. Then
IS(A) I < Ei ] 4 - ( i ) (i) , ii
where 3 ij is coprime at SD to all other /3,, and satisfies
(14) Aij < N(/3i3) < min 2Aij, n ,A
Let G be the kernel of the restriction of X. to U/U2, and let {el} be a set of coset
representatives of (U/U 2 )/G. Then
S(A) u x(l) [I'4 3i) (D X(iij (e () ) ]
where ij is now a restricted variable over the same range (14). Now, the inner-most
sum over e E G is either 0 or #G. In the first case S(A) must then be zero. The
second case occurs precisely when the restriction of (,) Xt) to G is trivial, which by
lemma 1 induces an ideal character of OhK. We now invoke
Lemma 8. Let X be a non-principal, narrow ideal character mod q. For any ideal Z
and any integer N > O, we have
Z , 2 (A)4-(A)x(A) << Xd(R)
N(A)<X eCV/iX
(A,RZ)=1
with a positive c = CN, uniformly for q < logN X (d(R) = the number of distinct
ideals dividing ; t = Mobius function).
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Proof. cf. [3]. i6.
To apply this. take q = (conductor of ) . ' and 'R = II,, DuL.
(log' 4 4 )15. and we conclude that
Then N(q) <
,'(A) < -< I 1 dR)e - 3,v
proi'ded that D' £ (1) (in order that (./d')() be non-trivial). Since
are coprime in pairs. d(R) = H,, d(D,,). Write the zeta function of
,n an - s; then for any ideal j of norm n, d(J) < ,,t=, asat, whence
theorem gives
the ideals D,,,
It as (() 
the Tauberian
E d(Dkl) < E asat << Akl log Akl.
st<Akl
Consequently. we have S(A) < X log15 X -V/g4 provided that D' i (OK. Thus we
have
Lemma 9. There exists an absolute constant K > 0 such that whenever there are
linked indices ij, kl for which Aij > e(1oglo°g )2 and N(Dkl) > 1, we have
S(A) << llog 1 7 x I
To finish the proof of lemma 5, we now handle the case where at most three of the
indices ij lie in ranges satisfying
Aij > G e' (loglogx)2
where G is assumed to be a power of 2. With A' denoting the condition of at most
three Aij > G, we have
'IS(A)i <<
A,,
where the n i are square-free and coprime in pairs, and at most three of them have
norm greater than 2G. Write
m = II ni, n = I ni.
ni <2G ni>2G
Then N(m) < (2G)' 6, and N(n) < X/N(m). Moreover, each m can arise at most
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N(kl )<A,4kl
E
N(n ...n 16)<-X
16' t~ ) times; and n, at most ( 6)3w(n) times. Thus
Z'IS(A)I << 16'() (16)
.4 m,_
gcd(m,n)=OrK
N(mn)<X
« E 4W(f E ( 4z ()Wf
<(2G)16 X/N(nJ
It follows from the Tauberian theorem that, for any fixed 1 > 0, we have
(1,) Zd -yL(n) << N(logVN) 1Y-
N(n <N
Since AX/N(m) > X/G' 6 > v/, we have log(X/N(m)) > logX, whence
E'IS(A)l << X 4(-)N(m)-l
A,, log 1/ 4 X N(m)
<(2G) 6
A second application of (15) plus partial summation shows that the sum on the right
is O(log 4 G), whence
'IS(A) < l 4X log4 G < X (log log X) 8 .
AiJ log 1 /4 X log1/4 X
Combine this with lemma 7 and 9 then gives lemma 5.
6. HEATH-BROWN'S ESTIMATE, II
Heath-Brown's elegant combinatorial argument in ([3], lemma 9) applies without
a hitch to our set-up, and yields
Lemma 10. A sum S(A) not considered by lemma 8 must have exactly four elements
Aij > G, and the remaining values N(/kl) must take the value 1 (such Pkl will be called
the trivial variables). The possible set of non-trivial indices are
10, 20, 30, 40 iO, ji, ki, li
iO, jO, ij, ji ij, ik, j, k
iOj,ij, ik, i i j, ji, kl, k. O
It remains to handle these 24 types of sums. Describe the indices (or the corre-
sponding variables) ij and kl as being joined if both quadratic symbols
O /ij ( kl 8
occur in the expression for g(D). This happens precisely when
i 5 k and j,l i,k,O.
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If two indices are not joined then we say that they are independent. For each type
of suin in lemma 10 there exists at least one pair of independent variables. Relabel
the four variables which occur non-trivially as n.... n4, and write Nr1 .... \4 for
the corresponding A.ij, we can then assume that 11n3, n4 are independent. Our next
step is to estimate .'(.4) for the sums in lemma 10 as
(E ZZ \3(n3)Xk (n4)4- (1 . -)
tll. n2 nr3 n4
for some ideal characters \3, \4. The second half of this section is devoted to show
that, for all but four of the 24 types of sums in lemma 10, we can arrange \3, \4 to
be distinct ideal characters: lemma 11 below will then apply and show that these 20
types of sums contribute to the error term of the asymptotic formula. The remaining
four sums will be analyzed in the next section.
To estimate S(A) by (16), recall that we express the average 2-Selmer rank in terms
of a sum of g(D), where
(17) 2wo(A-B)+w(B)+2bb
x I Xi l-I 4-('° ) j 4-w("1 ) I'I (y kj )
i0j i jO kii,j I D iJ/
and where yij are characters on the odd elements of OK, given by the following table:
i, ji 1 2 3 4
X
- rd30 B1 21
V 01 j b
T 41)
( r0 (A -B) /3(12 ( 12 'b5
X
032 /5 32]
b 0V322 b5
-r l(A-B))
042 
(r 35.4(A-B) ( 13 
0 a13 J/b5J
X
(-r,B (A-B) )
a043
5A /314\( 014 }kb5}
-r7A 3B24( 24 - :) bj
D34 k bb 5
X
The Xij play no role in
for us now.
our previous estimates of S(A), but they will be important
Independent variables that occur in lemma 10 never appear in the same quadratic
symbol, so g(D) can be written as
(18)
PQ 
2 wo(A-B)+(B)+1 II Xj()j(n),i=1
where
e n,... ., n 4 are the non-trivial variables in lemma 10; they are coprime
in pairs, square-free and satisfies Ni < N(ni) < 2Ni;
*· i is the character in the table above corresponding to ni;
24
I
2
3
4
-
1
(16)
b5 b 86 b5
* P is the result of applying the reciprocity law for Hilbert symbols for
each pair of joined variables ni. nj to produce
(nl,n2) = I ' ,,n ) = (n n-J
* oi is the product of the quadratic characters (/lni) that occur in
(17). with u,,, being one of the trivial variables;Q = 4--w i..._an);
ro express S(A) with g(D) in the form (18), we must now designate a set of free
variables among the sixteen ,ij. Declare the independent variables n3 , n4 to be free.
Adjoin to the list {n3, n 4} the smallest subset of {io, 0320, 30} so that the resulting
set contains at least one variable with first coordinate 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Set
all remaining variables to 1. These free variables, together with n1, n2 (if not already
free), then constitute a complete set of variables for each type of sum in lemma 10.
Any non-trivial i is then the product of (jo/i) for some j = 1,2,3. Hence S(A)
can now be estimated by the expression
(19) U3 Z | Z X3(n 3 )x 4 (n 4 )4-'(nl..-)PI,
nl ,n2 n3 ,n4
with n3 , n4 free and independent (the factor 3 is due to the possibility that three
of the free variables are trivial variables). Observe that P is now the product of the
characters O3 (n 3 ),0 4(n4), depending on n, n 2, together with a factor depending on
nl, n2 along.
Claim Except for the indices 10,20,30,40;30,31,32,34; i, ji, ki, li, we can label
the non-trivial variables so that 13 = 14 and X3 # X4 as ideal characters.
We shall label the variables such that
(20) { n, n3 are joined if and only if n1, n4 are,
and similarly for n2, n3 and n2, n4
This will imply that 03 = i4, and hence we are reduced to show that X3 # X4-
For the argument to work, we now make the following extra hypotheses:
Hypothesis
1) the ideal (A - B) is not a square;
2) not both A, B are square in OK;
3) not both -A, -B are square in OK
Consider sums with indices iO, j0O, ij, ji. Then at least one of ij, ji corresponds to a
non-trivial ideal character: hypothesis (1) takes care of the pairs 12, 21; 13, 31; 24, 42;
34,43, regardless of the values of /3, b, i, b5 and A; A is non-square, and hence
14, 41: 23, 32 hold. Say Xiij is non-trivial; then the labeling
n = 3io, n2 = ,ji, n3 = jO, n4 = ij
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satisfies (20). with i,'3 = 1'4 = id. and \:3 = \. as ideal characters.
Next. consider sumlls with indices iO. ij. ik. il. Hypothesis (1) (resp. (2)) guarantees
that the first and the fourth rows (resp. the second row) of the table contain a non-
trivial ideal character. The same is true for the third row if 3 7 OK; or .35 : #OK. In
these cases. the labeling
1 = 3ik, 2 = .3il. :3 = 3i0. n4 = ,3ij.
again satisfies (20), with with i'3 = ¢4 = id and \3 -4 y.
Next, consider sums with indices ij, ji, kl, Ik. Then ij,ji necessarily correspond to
different ideal characters: hypothesis (1) takes care of the pairs 12, 21; 13,31; 24, 42;
34, 43. Since A, B are coprime and not both square, the indices 14, 41; 23, 32 are taken
care of. Then under the labeling
nl= 3k1, n = 1k, n3 = il, n 4 = /ji,
we have X3 \4, and 3, '4 are both given by (*,n n 2 ). We can arrange that i 4.
whence ij is a free variable. As n 3 runs through all unit representatives (which does
not affect 3), 3 becomes
(n3 nn2) (e, nn2)
ELTI,/U2
The e-sum is either zero or u, so for fixed n and n 2 , we can treat C3 as an ideal
character. The same goes for 0 4, and the two ideal characters so obtained are the
same. Thus the claim is verified for the indices ij, ji, kl, k.
Finally, consider the sums with indices ij, il, j, 1k. We claim that, by the hypoth-
esis, we can assume that ij, ik to correspond to different ideal character. Hypothesis
(1) and (2) gives the case i = 1 and, by interchanging i and 1, the case 1 = 1. Next,
take j = 1. For i = 4, hypothesis (1) implies that each of 41,42 and 41,43 corre-
sponds to characters with different conductor. For the reminding sum with indices
21,24,31,34, hypothesis (3) plus the fact that A, B are coprime imply that 21 and
24 correspond to different ideal character. With say ij, ik correspond to different
characters, the labeling
n = 31j, n 2 = rik, n3 = ,3ij, n4 = ik
then satisfies the original claim, with ¢!3 equals to 0'4 as ideal characters.
To recapitulate, for the sums not excluded in lemma 10, (19) can be written as
U3 Z I X3 (n3)403(n 3 )x4(n4)g4(n4)4-w(n .. n4)
n1 ,n2 3,7n4
with X3'3 ,Y X4'4 as ideal characters.
We now consider sums with indices 20, 12, 32, 42. For such sums the terms g(D)
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takes the form
1 4(A) (332) 3 (35 '-20311V32042)
1 ,
( k) ( 2 ) (2) (3 ) (32, 32) (312 342) (32, 42)
with 312, 332, 342 as free variables and 20 as a restricted one. With the labeling
nl= -32, n 2 = 42, n3 = 320, 1n4 = /312,
we have
X3 = id, X4 = ( * ) ( * 5 *
e3 = id, e4 = (*,nln2 ).
As before for fixed n1 , n2 we let n4 runs freely and turn 44 into either zero or an ideal
character. We claim that if $ 4 # 0 then X4+4 id.
If b5 ,Bs5, then the odd part of the conductor of X4+4 is non-trivial. Thus we can
assume § = 5. If 3 = (A - B), choose e E UK such that ef is not equal to nln2
times a square in OK. Then
X4'4 = (*,/ 5nln 2)
is non-trivial. If the square-free part of f(A - B) contains an odd prime, then
(ddo - )= (odd[(A-B)]) (odd[f(A -B)], A)
is non-trivial. Finally, if the square-free part of the ideal 3(A - B) consists of even
primes only, then we need
Lemma 11. Let P2 be an even prime, and let r E OK be a uniformizer of P2 such that
r is prime to all other even primes. Let a E OK be an odd integer so that (e, a) = 1
for all units e E UK (and hence (*, a) defines an ideal character). Suppose K has a
unit of every signature. Then the ideal characters
(*)' (*,a)
are distinct.
Proof. For any odd prime P, choose an integer r such that (7r) = p2n+1. Then
( ) ( =p ) p i200 P )(7r),
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by tile product formulla of Hilbert symbols. B the Chinese reminder theorem. there
exists an odd integer C C l such that ;w has quadratic defect (4) with respect to P2
(cf. [11l. 6:3:4). and is congruent to I modulo every other even prime. Then
() = -i. (,2) = l. and - = ) = 
for all other even primes p. It follows that(21) J (( )
If K has a unit of every signature, then we can adjust wr by a multiple of a unit so
that
Plco (P ) ploo P
and this modification of 7r does not affect (21), by the hypothesis on a. The lemma
then follows. 
This takes care of the indices 20, 12, 32, 42; the indices 30, 13, 23, 43 can be taken
care of similarly. We now invoke
Lemma 12. Let X1, X2 be distinct ideal characters of modulus Al, A2, respectively.
Let 74 be any non-trivial ideal. Then there exists an absolute constant c > 0 such that,
for any X > 0 and any integers M, N > G > 0, as m and n runs through coprime
ideals of norm between M and 2M (resp. N and 2N) whose product is prime to ?
and of norm at most X, we have the estimate
ym 2()/2(n)4()--(n)XI(rM)X2(n ) << d(R X log X
Proof. cf. [3], §6. 
It follows that the sums S(A) in questions are all O(X(log X)-1 7), since the con-
stant in lemma 7 can be taken to be sufficiently large. The total contribution of
these sums is therefore O(X/ log X). We summarize as follows.
Lemma 13. We have
A << X(log log X)8
,A (log X) 1/4
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where the sum A is for all sets other than those corresponding to indices
10,20,30, 40;
30,31,32,34; (necessarily with 3 = 35 = Oh )
10, 21, 31,41;
40, 14, 24, 34.
7. LEADING TERMS
In this section we analyze the four types of sums not considered by lemma 13
and show that they contribute to the main term of the asymptotic formula. This
completes the proof of our theorem.
Case 1: Sums with indices 10, 20, 30, 40.
As i310, 20 and /30 are free and all trivial variables take the value 1, g(D) is reduced
to
1
2wo(A-B)+wo(B)+2
/20o30osA) -# 10 o 30oA r 4_-W(P310o 40)( b5
Thus the contribution of all sums with indices 10, 20, 30, 40 and Aij > G is
1 
r d fs lP 51P5
(22)
4-w(P_10''40)whAr A5 er2o s30 sum10 ( 30 b5 /hio ib kb- b5 b5
where the inner-most sum is subject to the conditions
N(Pio) > G and N(lO ... 40 ) < X.
Exactly as in Heath-Brown ([3], §5), we can remove the condition N(/io)
an error term < X(log log X) 2 /(log X)1 /4 .
> G with
Denote by E. the sum over all square-free ideals m of norm at most X which are
prime to 2AB(A - B); then the inner-most sum in (22) can be written as
(23) E 4-w(m)
m
E J (30 
ulm \bb 5 /
330 :=m/v
AIv
20o:=V/\
(+) E ro105310oa b5 ]
/1o is free, so the 10-sum is zero unless (*/b5 ) is trivial on units. Let u := #(UK/Uk-);
then the 3io-sum becomes
(24) u E blDi()
DioXA
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This sum (withollt the u factor) is a multiplicative function with respect to ,, so for a
square-free ideal ,\. (24) is zero unless (/b.5) = for all DIA, in which case it becomes
U2"( \). Thus (2:3) becomes
E E -l-("l) E
m Lfl£m
,:,o =m/&
bbs30
lu
3 0 =:/ A
.(.A) ( 320 )
0
For a square-free ideal c', denote by £t the product of all prime
that (p/b5) = 1. and write ' = 1EL2. Then the summand of the
unless A l,, whence the A-sum above becomes
2)( U) 2- )(ZV2 ) (ZV 2 )
I I V 
divisors p of i1 such
,\-sum above is zero
= 2(1) (b) Z2-z ( j_
Z v,
- 2)W(u1) ( L) 2-w(v ) rj 3
plvl
(p/v2)=I
v'2v) (3#(plv: (P/b)=(P/bs)=l}
Set n(v) := #plv : (p/b) = (p/bs)= 1. Then (23) becomes
(V2) 3 'n(v)= E 4-w(m' E( vM bb5 VM bb5
/3o :=m/ 5 0 0 : M/V
<< 4w(m) y 3n(v) .
= Z 4-w(m) II 4
(p/b)=(p/b5)=l
(25) - ()1 #{plm:(p/b)= -1 or (p/bs)=-l}Il4
Write this
defined by
series as Em<x am; then am are the coefficients of the Dirichlet series
P ( 4N(p)T) nI ( + 4N(p))
(p/b)=-1 (p/b5)=-I
x II 1 + 1 )-
(p/b)=(p/b5 )=1
n
p
(p/b)=(p/bs)=-1
( 1+ 
+ 4N(p)
If one of 3, 35 OK, then for s 1 this product is asymptotically bounded by
1/vs - 1, whence the Tauberian theorem implies that (25) is bounded by X/ log .
Consequently, the sum (22) is bounded by O(X/V'ToX) unless b = b5 = OK. Thus
30
for all DIA;(otherwise.)=
otherwise.
(22) becomes
2wo(A-B)+wo(B)+2 Z Z Z 4-w(310..'.40) + 0 X (log log X)214
u 5 1O +(log X)1 / 4
2# e+0 X 1
4 (log X) 1/4
Case 2: Sums with indices 30, 31,32, 34.
For such sums, 32, /34 are restricted non-trivial variables, 10, 20 are free and
trivial, 30 is free and non-trivial, and all other variables take the value 1. Recall that
the sum in question is non-trivial only if /3=/35 = OK, in which case we can simply
take = 5 = 1. Set (say) 10P, 20 to be (trivial) free variables and set all other
trivial variables to 1. Turn the remaining free variable with first coordinate 3 into a
restricted one, compensated by multiplying the sum by u. Then the sum becomes
U
(26) 2wo(A-B)+wo(B)+2 E z
Plo 320
4-w(030 .34) 0 (20 10P20 ( 
kD32 kD31 1 34 \3134
Since 1o and 20 are free, the sums E:Po(P310/32D34) and EP20 (2o031034) are zero
unless the characters ('/D3jD34) are trivial on U := UK/UK-; in that case, both sums
take the value u. Simplify the notation by writing Dj = D3j; then (26) becomes
U3
2wo (A-B)+wo(B)+2
U3
2Wo(A-B)+wo(B)+2
4Ew(m) im
1E E 4i(m)
T m vlm
(U/mA)=l (U/vD)=1
U1 C_-T'
AIv UeEU DA VD
(U/mA)=1
U 2
2wo(A-B)+wo(B)+2
T EU n
1
4w(m)
20()
0
if () = VplA;
otherwise.
(U/lm)=l
u 1 (TIE f 2w(A) ( -)
2wo(A-B)+wo(B)+2 E E E 4wi(m) E (-) E O mATr CE eU _ vim v -__ V
e U e
in E Im - PII
if () = 1 Vp A;
otherwise.
1+2 )
U E/½'
< 2w(A-B)+wo(B)+2 EE Y 4(m) i C,etEU m2;) 
31
(-P)=3
\vI fPI: =1}3/#pl: P >I
)o(.4-B)+!o(B)+2 M- C ) 
pim ( ( P )) pim (1 (
( p-)- = (p ) =-- o( = _ -or l
tl E EE ( /m) #{PJm ( 0, )=( P ) #{Plm ( )()
.,,o(A-B)+o(B)+2 r 4 _ 2- (m, 
=+ ¢ E () #{pim( ep 1}#{('E )=, (p)m}
'2wo(A-B)+W(B)+2 T /fiG1 m m-#f
The Tauberian argument for (25) applies in here as well and shows that the contri-
bution to the main term of the asymptotic formula comes from the summands with
e = c~= r = 1. Thus the contribution of (26) is
U E 1 + 0 X(log log X)8 
,)wo(A-B)+wO(B)+2 k (log X) /4 
Case 3: Sums with indices 10, 21, 31,41.
In this case, the summands g(D) take the form
-W(1o0 02131 41 ) A 05A  3 .
2W o(A - B )+w o(B )+2 b b ) b5 b5
-1 5 3 " 21 5 21'41 03
(27) x 021\ D 231 3 D 21 5B b 24 311b21J 231J \ b J \921931J \921J \ b } Va21~41 bs J '
b5 and the square-free part of the ideals fsB are disjoint, thus if b5 $ OK, the last two
characters of the second line of (27) furnishes a pair of distinct ideal characters; lemma
10 then applies and shows that the sum contributes to the error term. Similarly, we
can take 35 = B and 3 = b. Set 5 = B; then (27) is reduced to
4- -/ (3~i (0 b231j ) (__ -21) (D21 31) ( 021031)(021, 031)(021, 41)((31, 4).
2w° (A - B )+w (B )+ 2 ()2131
Simplify the notation by writing Oj = ,3jl. Then with 32 and /33 as free variables, the
sum becomes
u AB 021031041
2Wo(A-B)+wo(B)+2Z Z (6 2E 3) A Z 4-w ( 0 02 D341)2o e2, 3EU Di
x (-1, 2) (, 23) (2, 3) (2, 4) (3, 34)
(28) x /~, 0034) (3, 20,4)
To evaluate this sum, introduce the hypothesis that the ideal (2) splits completely in
K. For any even prime p of K and for any odd integer A OK, define
f 1 if A 1 (mod p 2 );
Xp(A) := -1 if A -1 (mod p2 ).
32
Then we have the following equality:
( P ( P (/P3)
(2 (9) ) [1 + yp(32/33) + Xp(/324) - Xp(/33 4)] ·2
Assume that K has a unit of every signature. Then we can take 3,/32, 3, .34 in (28)
to be totally real, whence (i, /3j) depends only on the even primes. In view of (29),
we have
(,32, 03) (/32, 34) (03, 34)
1(30) 9[K:Q] (X(/ 3 2) [1 + sum of product of Xpi(/3j/ 3 k)] ).
P12
We now seek conditions under which the product of (30) with the rest of the characters
in (28) is a non-trivial character, and hence ensures that the Dj-sum in (28) contributes
to the error term.
Lemma 14. Suppose that the ideal (2) splits completely in K. Given e E UK, if there
exists an even prime p such that e X 1 (mod p3 ), then (e, *), as a character on the
totally positive elements in OK, has conductor divisible by p3.
Proof. Since p has norm 2, the hypothesis on e implies that e =_ 3 or -1 (mod p3 ).
Now, classical computation of the Hilbert symbol over Z 2 gives
1 )-1, 3
2 2
Thus (u) is a character modulo p. The lemma then follows. 
Expanding the product on the right side, we get a sum where each of its terms is
a product of characters modulo p2 for various even primes p. Now, if one of e2, 3
satisfies the condition of the lemma, then the Dj-sum in (28) contains a non-trivial
character and hence contributes to the error term. The same holds if 7 OK, by
lemma 11. Denote by Ec the sum over units e in UK-/U. which do not satisfies the
condition of lemma 14. Then, modulo the error term, the sum (28) becomes
U E , / AB E 4 (234)
2wo(A-B)+wo(B)+2 ((2, 3 ) - dJ Zw(b10 O213141)
(31) x (-l, /32)(, 32/33) (,2,3) (2,4)(,33,4)
In view of (30), the product of characters in (31) is non-trivial unless for some even
33
priine p. we have
{(-1- 32) = nJXq(32)' and
q 2
i q 12 ( q ) = \p(3233).
For each 3. let P, be the number of even primes p for which (32) holds: then. modulo
the error term. the sum (28) becomes
U {AB 4 -`(10 21D31041
9)wo(.-B)+wo(B)+2 E(23) E P o ) 2[K Q]
9wo(A-B)+wo(B)+2+[K:Q] ( ) 1 ( 3) E
Case 4: Sums with indices 40, 14, 24, 34.
The argument (27) applies to the present case as well and shows that, modulo the
error term. the sum in question becomes (with 3j := ,j4)
2w-(A-B)+wo(B)+2 (s)(b) ( b).
(33) x > ( -2 ) (/i23) (,/35, 1/3) ((1, 2) (/1, /3) (02, 3).
If A is divisible by an even prime, then by lemma 11 the Di-sum above contains a
non-trivial character and hence contributes to the error term. Now, suppose A is a
unit. Recall that /31, 2, 03 are all free variables. Repeat the same argument for case
3, we see that the sum (33) becomes
1 E ( 0 A ) -1) 2) \( )( )
2Coo(A-B)+,(B)+2 Z ,/~5) b5 -5 lZ'tEl 'g<6'C3>< f3>
x I A )(D ) 0(d2 3)(, 013) (), 0,2)(3 ,3)3()2 3),
where all the O's can be chosen to be totally positive, and EI denotes the sum over
triples of units (1,62, ,3) in UK/U.K- so that at least one of C1E2, 163 or 2C3 do not
satisfy the condition of lemma 14.
Given a pair (, /35), denote by R, the number of even prime p for which the
following conditions are satisfied:
(-1,/32) = nI Xq(2),
q12
yp(233) ( 23 )2 s1 1 q
q12 q 1 q
34
Then, modulo the error terms, the sum (33) gives, when A a nit,
9)o,(A-B)+wo(B)+2+[(:KQ] V
This completes the calculation for case 4, and hence the proof of our theorem. 
35
I I:"(( 1 2) ((1, 3) (62, (3j RI3,13,(,3 , 5) '4 (-I
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